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PAINTING
(332)

Tutor Marked Assignment 2019-20
Disclaimer/Special Note: These are just the sample of the Answers/Solutions to some of the Questions given
in the Assignments. These Sample Answers/Solutions are prepared by Private Teacher/Tutors for the help and
guidance of the student to get an idea of how he/she can answer the Questions given the Assignments. We do
not claim 100% accuracy of these sample answers as these are based on the knowledge and capability of
Private Teacher/Tutor. Student should must read and refer the official study material provided by the Board.

1. Answer any one of the following question in about 40 to 60 words.

Q. (b) Write the three heads of ‘Trimurti Sculpture’ represents?

Ans. Trimurti Sculpture: The image, 6 m (20 ft) in height, depicts a three-headed
Shiva, representing Panchamukha Shiva. The three heads represent three essential
aspects of Shiva: creation, protection, and destruction. As per another version, the
three heads symbolize compassion and wisdom.

2. Answer any one of the following question in about 40 to 60 words.

Q. (b) What are the main features of Mughal miniature painting?
Ans. Main Features of the Mughal Paintings

(i) Confined to Mughal court: Mughal painting remained confined to the Mughal
court and did not reach the people.

(ii) A synthesis of Indian and Persian elements: The Mughal rulers brought Persian
painters with them. At the same time they patronized Indian painters and the
collaboration between these two schools of painters resulted in the synthesis.
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3. Answer any one of the following question in about 40 to 60 words.

Q. (b) Describe in brief the Cosmic Dance of Lord Shiva ?
Ans. Cosmic dance of Shiva. The cosmic dance of Shiva symbolises the interplay of
dynamic and static divine energy flow, containing the five principles of eternal
energy — creation, preservation, destruction, illusion and emancipation. This
dance is the base of all types of dance. The great Natrajan satue also constricted
by show this dance form. This is also called Natraj.

4. Answer any one of the following question in about 100 to 150 words.

Q. (b) Who was written ‘Geet Govida’? The painters of Basoli were influenced by
poetic description of ‘Krishna Leela’ :- explain the statement.

Ans. “Geet Govinda” was written by Bengali poet Jaidev on “Krishna – Leela”
during 11th C.A.D. and became famous all over India. The painters of Basholi were
influenced by poetic descriptions of “Krishna –Leela” and used these most
beatifically in their paintings. This painting is one of those, in which Krishna, Radha
and her friends are shown. The allegorical presentation of Krishna and Radha as
Parmatama and Atma respectively and the Gopinis as ‘Guru’ elevate the theme to
a spiritual level. The Guru persuades a person to meet “Paramatma”, as Gopinis
are trying to persuade Radha to meet waiting Krishna.
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5. Answer any one of the following question in about 100 to 150 words.

Q. (a) Describe the beauty of the Tanjore Painting. Give one example of the same
and write the medium, date and name of the artist.
Ans. Tanjore paintings are different from any other painting style because of its
embellishment over the basic drawing with precious and semi –precious stone as
well as the relief work.
This art originated in Tanjore in Tamil Nadu during 16th C.AD. but most of the
extant works belong to 19th C.A.D. This style became very popular in the
surrounding regions, and spread all over the Deccan. The popular themes had
been Krishna, Radha, Vishnu and Ganesha.
Example, A painting of Devi Saraswati, the goddess of learning seating on a throne.
She has four arms. She is playing a “Veena”. The painting is highly ornamental and
colourful.
Classical Indian motifs are used with very minute details.

6. Prepare any one project out of the following.

Q (a) Draw and arrange a composition of a dog chasing a cat and colour it with water colour
in a A4 size art paper/drawing sheet.
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Ans.

The End”
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